Abstract: From high resolution is the development direction of microwave anti-ship missile seeker, low ends of the earth, distance target detection under the condition of high resolution and low resolution conditions has a very significant difference. On the analysis of the classical microwave seeker classical detection model and the optimal detector, on the basis of design a based on cycle accumulation of optimal secondary binary detector, analyzed the false alarm probability, detector parameter was optimized, finally adopts the field test data and the optimal detector performance comparison analysis, proved the practicability of the proposed detection method.
Introduction
Microwave anti-ship missile seeker, using new radar working system of FMICW can guarantee good transceiver isolation, and can achieve good distance high resolution performance, improve missile recognition and suppression of interference, is the important development direction of the future.
The adoption of sea-skimming missile terminal penetration flight, the sea clutter environment is evident in the wave peak effect, the distance of the distance and high resolution microwave seeker resolution cell length is far less than the ship geometry size, capture the target, target echo will be distribution in different distance resolution cell seeker, the formation of one-dimensional distance as the phenomenon of extended target distance. Therefore, the low ends of the earth, distance target detection under the condition of high resolution and low resolution condition has the extremely significant difference between the two, need further analysis and research. Based on the classical detection model and on the basis of the optimal detector is proposed based on a cycle of accumulated more optimal secondary binary extended target detection method, and through the field test and parameter optimization of detection performance analysis.
Detection model and the optimal detector
In the microwave seeker has higher noise ratio conditions, sea clutter than inner noise receiver more influence on the target detection, so for target detection, temporarily don't consider the effect of internal noise receiver. Assumes that the coherent accumulation of FM cycles for P, receiving distance wave the width of the gate of R a distance resolution cell, and each distance unit contains only a echo after sampling data, extended target echo in which the data segment of length L a long period. Thus, echo data length is used to detect H=RP, target detection of hypothesis test model described as follows: We can push it, the extent of sea clutter t
The second type, () v K is order modified Bessel function; For the parameters of the scale of the strength of sea clutter a , v as the shape parameter, it determines the shape of the distribution of K, the smaller the value, the steeper the kurtosis of the distribution of K, the longer the trailing, spike characteristics, the more obvious. Measurement results show that, 0.1 v    when the K degradation for Rayleigh distribution.
Moments of the distribution of K as follows:
In order to facilitate analysis, we fake dinghai clutter distribution parameters known or clutter data are used to estimate. In addition, for the microwave seeker, although the penetration process of missile and ship at the end of the high speed relatively games lead to target distance like walking across a distance unit, but because of the speed of ships is relatively low, using high-precision missile inertial device after motion compensation, the speed of information distance as scattering center moving across the range of problems can be solved effectively. In the following analysis process, therefore, is not considered as target distance walking across the range of problems.
Under the rule of Newman Pearson type (1) describe the hypothesis Test of the optimal detector for the Likelihood Ratio detector (Likelihood thewire Test, LRT), its expression is: 
Type is the theory of microwave seeker binary detection on the optimal criteria.
Based on more than two cycles accumulate the optimal secondary binary detection
The detector design. The optimal secondary binary accumulation detection based on cycle idea is: first of all, through amplitude detector will high resolution distance like binarization, then using sliding window search way cycle of M/N accumulation detection (airspace binary detection), and then during the week of M/N accumulation detection (time-domain binary detection). Because of the wave peak echo is sparse distribution and transient energy is very strong, the optimal secondary binary accumulation detection based on cycle use the sea clutter in the peak effect of this characteristic. First, binarization processing of echo amplitude detection is greatly weakened the wave peak echo, the effect of transient energy effectively restrain the interference of the wave peak;
Second, waves rush in time and space distribution is sparse, detector through its echo amplitude threshold probability is very low, after the time domain and airspace accumulation, sparse distribution waves rush to hardly more than a detection threshold, and ship target is a man-made object, has the stable shape structure, its echo in time and space is continuous, after accumulation of time domain, the airspace is easy to meet the threshold requirements. As a result, the optimal secondary binary detector based on cycle accumulation can greatly reduce the false alarm probability caused by the rush.
In addition, the adoption of the coherent accumulation detection methods, the detector does not need to doppler direction Vector (Steer Vector) information, simplifies the difficulty of the detector to achieve. Thus, using the optimal secondary cycles accumulate more binary detector for K distribution target detection under the clutter environment is a feasible technical way.
When using the optimal secondary binary accumulation detector based on cycle, makes ,, MN , the first threshold T amplitude detector. Testing process is divided into the following three steps [2] : Step 1: amplitude detection:
Through amplitude detection, can effectively weaken the peak echo waves the effect of transient energy.
Step 2: sliding window accumulation detection frequency modulation period. Unable to determine s  the position in the entire data, therefore, the accumulation of cycle detection using sliding window search way, order {0,1, , 1} w l R N    . Detector can be expressed as: 
false-alarm probability analysis
Because the distance resolution cell within sea clutter is independent of each other, so the amplitude detection of false-alarm probability 1 f P and false alarm probability of detection of cycle accumulation relations ,2 f P can be expressed as:
Among them, the relationship with the threshold T and ,1 f P is decided by the type:
Total secondary binary detector false-alarm probability f P can be expressed as
After cycle of M/N accumulation detection, the detection probability of detector is:
Among them, ,1 d P is for the single detection probability amplitude detector, can be represented as:
Type, the probability density function t z can be expressed by [3] :
Thus, we can get the total detection probability d P of detector is as follows:
From the above derivation, the detector of the detection probability d P and false alarm probability f P and detection threshold T, the mathematical relationship between the parameters 12 , MM of complex, can only be analyzed by the method of numerical calculation to solve.
Using (9) (10) with type, type (11) for numerical simulation of the sea clutter shape parameters v , the relationship between the first detection threshold T and 1 , 2 MM as shown in figure 1 , one of them. determination, detection threshold T as increases 1 , 2 MM; When the shape parameter determination, detection threshold T significantly reduced with the increase of. At the same time, because the detector adopted multiple cycles of coherent accumulation, detection threshold T is relatively low, generally not more than 23.0 dB, is advantageous to the low signal noise ratio under the condition of the target signal detection. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the research and analysis shows that under the condition of the observed sea clutter based on cycle accumulation of optimal secondary binary detector can accurately detect the target, and the detection performance is superior to LRT detector.
